There are several benefits from learning disentangled representations, including interpretability, compositionality and generalisation to new tasks. Disentanglement could be done by imposing an inductive bias based on prior knowledge. Different priors make different structural assumptions about the representations. For instance, priors with granularity can lead to representation to describe data at different scales. A notable example is in the visual domain where there are multiple scales of the variation in the data. Hence, learning representation at different scales will be useful for different tasks. In this work, we propose a framework, called SPLIT, which allows us to disentangle local and global information into two separate sets of latent variables within the variational autoencoder (VAE) framework. Our framework adds an extra generative assumption to the VAE by requiring a subset of the latent variables to generate an auxiliary set of observable data. This set of data, which contains only local information, can be obtained via a transformation of the original data that removes global information. Three different flavours of VAE with different generative assumptions were examined in our experiments. We show that the framework can be effectively used to disentangle local and global information within these models. Benefits of the framework are demonstrated through multiple downstream representation learning problems. The framework can unlock the potential of these VAE models in the tasks of style transfer, deep clustering and unsupervised object detection with a simple modification to existing VAE models. Finally, we review cognitive neuroscience literature regarding disentanglement in human visual perception. The code for our experiments can be found at https://github.com/51616/split-vae.
INTRODUCTION
H UMANS understand visual information at different levels of granularity. We understand high-level visual concepts and are also able to describe granular details of what we had perceived. Our perceptual system can ignore irrelevant information (invariant" property) and only attend to information that is useful for the task at hand ("selective" property) [1] . This ability of attending to the most salient features is thought to help focus the computation on the most useful and relevant information, thus accelerate learning, aid generalisation, and save computational cost [2] . For example, sensitivity to the variations in colour and lighting is, generally, undesirable. These variations should be ignored in some tasks, e.g. object detection, which depend more on the global or coarser context information.
Deep learning models are hierarchical in their nature. They exhibit an ability to combine increasingly complex features into high-level outputs. However, the emergence of such hierarchical features is crucially dependent on the data and the optimisation dynamics during learning. It has been observed that local features are regularly used for class prediction if there are unintended bias or spurious correlations in the dataset [3] . For example, if a deep neural network is trained to classify boats from cars. It would correctly guess that an object is a boat if it can detect water texture because it learns spurious correlations between water texture and the boat label. We say that the representation is entangled due to the optimisation is unable to properly represent the data in a more meaningful way.
One way to combat this problem is to have as many variations in the data as possible to help the models disentangle less important variations or nuisance factors from the more important ones, which would allow for better generalisation across tasks and situations [4] , [5] . However, this approach depends critically on the data collection process, which can be restrictive in some domains. Another family of methods performs the disentanglement explicitly on the structure of the models [6] , [7] . While the emerged latent structure can be more restrictive, these explicit disentanglement methods have representations that are more predictable and robust because the imposed biases are more independent from the optimisation dynamics.
In this work, we propose a representation learning mechanism that explicitly disentangles the global variations from arXiv:2001.08957v1 [cs.CV] 24 Jan 2020 the local ones. Motivated by the benefits of explicit disentangled representation, we enforce the local variations to be modelled separately. This separation has several benefits. For example, it is easy to ignore local variations by only using the representation of global variations for a downstream task. Moreover, additional representation structures can be imposed selectively on the global or local variations.
Our proposed disentanglement method is an extension to the variational autoencoder (VAE) framework [8] , [9] . VAE is a deep generative model which learns a data generating process by assuming that the observed data are generated from a deep transformation of latent variables. In this framework, the latent variables are assumed to be independent factors which generate the observable data, i.e. these independent factors (coupled with the generation process) govern the variations in the data. Thus, the training of VAE forces the inferred representation to be independent as specified by the prior assumptions.
We can also add more complex structures to the representation by augmenting the generative model assumptions with the desired structures. For example, the Gaussian-Mixture VAE (GMVAE) [10] , [11] assumes a multi-modal latent distribution, as opposed to a uni-modal Gaussian as commonly used in VAE, allowing it to cluster data. Another notable example is the Attend-Infer-Repeat (AIR) model [6] . It creates the representation of an objects position, size, identity and quantity by using a special generative mechanism that involves the sequential drawing of each object onto the scene. This structure allows AIR to perform unsupervised object detection and counting.
Within the VAE framework, we propose a special generative model assumption that allows the global variations of the data to be modelled separately from the local ones ( Fig. 1 ). We call this Separated Paths for Local and Global Information (SPLIT) framework. This is done by creating auxiliary observable datax by transforming the data x using a random scrambling operation. This procedure removes global-scale correlations from x, leavingx with only local information. A set of latent variables that are responsible for the generation ofx is then forced to model only the local variations. Importantly, the remaining latent variables can then focus its representation on the global variations of the data.
The proposed method can be applied flexibly to a VAE model with any complex latent structure. We showed the usefulness of our approach by applying it to three different VAE models: (i) the original VAE [8] , [9] , (ii) the Gaussian-Mixture VAE [10] , [11] and (iii) the Spatially-Invariant AIR [6] , [12] . We then showed empirically that disentanglement of local and global variations can help improve the interpretability of the representations and also improve generalisation ability of the models. The main contributions of this paper are as follow:
• We propose a method for extending VAE models by allowing it to explicitly disentangle global and local variations in the data. 1 1. The methodological contributions in this work is based on a chapter of N.D.'s PhD thesis [13] , which have not been published as a paper.
•
The proposed method is generic and can be integrated seamlessly within the VAE framework. We also show empirically that our method can be flexibly applied to VAE models with rich latent assumptions.
We show that deep unsupervised clustering can be performed with explicit bias imposed, resulting in more interpretable representations.
We show that our method improves an unsupervised object detection algorithm by making it more robust against background variations.
BACKGROUND
The proposed method in this paper is an extension to the variational autoencoder (VAE) framework [8] , [9] . In this section, we give a brief review of latent variable models and the VAE. We also describe the Gaussian-Mixture VAE (GM-VAE) and the Spatially-Invariant AIR (SPAIR) [12] . Readers familiar with the VAE and its extensions can safely skip this section.
Latent variable models are a class of models that describes the observed data in terms of relationships between observable variables and latent variables. Data is assumed to be distributed according to a generative process where latent variables generate observations through conditional transformations. These latent variables are believed to be the sources of variation in the observed data, and lie in more compact, lower dimensional spaces than the data space. Such latent factors that capture meaningful features or variation of the data constitute a good representation of the data. Bayesian inference can be used to infer these latent factors from the data, revealing disentangled representations.
Variational Autoencoder
Variational Autoencoder (VAE) is a latent variable model whose conditional distribution of the observe variable given the latent variables is parameterised by a deep neural network transformation [8] , [9] . More specifically, the data are assumed to come from the following generative process:
where z is the latent variable, x is the observable variable and θ are parameters of the deep neural network. VAE learns θ by maximising the evidence lower-bound (ELBO), i.e. a lower bound on the log probability of the observations. For each datapoint, the ELBO is:
where q φ is the variational posterior which is another deep neural network parameterised by φ and p(z) is the prior distribution. The embedding distribution q φ (z) is encouraged to be distributed as p(z). The deep neural network parameters θ and φ can be optimised using the standard stochastic gradient descent and backpropagation algorithm. 
Gaussian Mixture Variational Autoencoder
The original VAE has a unit-variance Gaussian as the prior distribution p(z). This choice is used because it is mathematically simple and is easy to implement. Because this prior has a simple isotropic structure, the encoded representation has a limited representational power [14] . In some cases, it might be more useful to model the data with a multi-modal representation or other complex structure. VAEs, when used with a multi-modal prior, can represent data that has cluster structure [10] , [11] . For example, using a mixture of Gaussians as the prior distribution for the VAE results in a clustering model. We refer to this VAE model with a multi-Gaussian latent prior as the Gaussian-Mixture VAE (GMVAE).
An example of a GMVAE's generative process is
where γ and θ are two sets of deep neural network parameters, p(y) is a discrete distribution and p γ (z|y) is a Gaussian condition on y. Marginally, p γ (z) has a Gaussian mixture distribution with k components,
Optimising the ELBO can be more complicated for this type of mixture priors than the standard VAE. As the VAE uses stochastic gradient descent with backpropagation algorithm, the computation leading to the evaluation of ELBO needs to be differentiable. To avoid non-differentiable paths in the computation, a relaxation trick is used. In this work, we use the Gumbel-Softmax distribution [15] , [16] instead of the discrete distribution.
Spatially Invariant Attend Infer Repeat
In addition to the multi-modal structure, one might want to encode a more complex structure into the representation. Attend Infer Repeat (AIR) [6] is a VAE model that explicitly represents objects in image data in terms of their position, size, identity and the number of times they appear. This richly structured representation allows the model to count and detect objects in an unsupervised manner.
In order for AIR to represent these structures, it leverages a deep neural network architecture called the spatial transformer network (STN) [17] . STN works by transforming an input image to a specific location and scale, representing a glimpse of the image. Importantly, STN transformation is learnable and end-to-end differentiable. By using STN as an encoder and decoder, AIR can reason, while encoding, about locations and scales of objects.
In order for AIR to count the number of objects, it uses an recurrent neural network (RNN) [18] along with an adaptive computation mechanism. The RNN in AIR can decide whether to stop its encoding-decoding computations. By assuming that each encoding-decoding step corresponds to one object, AIR can count the number of objects through the length of the RNN computation.
Spatially invariant AIR (SPAIR) [12] is an extension to AIR. Similar to AIR, it encodes objects' locations and identity. But unlike AIR, it uses a convolution neural network instead of an RNN to encode and decode objects, partly simultaneously, making it much more scalable and robust. Fig. 1 shows the graphical models of the original VAE, GM-VAE and SPAIR. These models make different generative assumptions, resulting in different representation structures.
SPLIT FRAMEWORK
Our SPLIT framework is a simple extension to the VAE. It works by assuming that a subset of latent variables generate SPLIT can be applied to the SPAIR model using the same method by adding z l to the object decoder. SPAIR is composed of a glimpse encoder, which selectively looks for multiple objects in the scene using z where . g j denotes the glimpses, which are patches of pixels that are attended by the glimpse encoder. Next, SPAIR encodes all the glimpses into several z what , which are then reconstructed back into the original image. In the figure, other latent variables of the SPAIR model, such as z where and zpres, are omitted for clarity. SPLIT encourages z where and z what to represent object location and identity using only global information. The inductive bias is added in this way because local information such as colour and texture is deemed irrelevant to the object detection task.
auxiliary data in addition to the observed data. The auxiliary data are assumed to contain only local information, which primes the representation of such latent variables to specific information contained in the auxiliary data. The remaining latent variables will avoid representing the same information as they are modelled to be independent factors. In other words, the remaining latent variables are assumed to represent the global context of the data. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Formally, let x i be the i th observed data point and letx i be the corresponding auxiliary data point that we artificially create (see Sec. 3.1), we say that a latent variable z i l generateŝ x i while both z i l and z i g generate the observed data x i . We assume thatx i does not contain global information. This means that z l , which dictates the variation inx, does not need to contain global information in order to generatex.
The generation of x is conditioned on both z l and z g . Since z l captures the local variation (information contained inx), z g has to model the remaining global variation in x that does not exist inx. z g and z l are assumed to be independent.
This framework can be applied to VAEs with different generative assumptions ( Fig. 1 ). Note that the modification to VAEs is done with a parallel encoder/decoder architecture. Only a minimal modification to the original architecture is required. The resulting model has the flexibility of implicit disentanglement methods while being independent from the optimisation dynamics. This approach opens up possibilities of combining different prior assumptions in a more flexible way. In Sec. 4, we demonstrate the framework by showing how different VAE models can be modified to create the SPLIT representation.
Auxiliary Data Transformation
We are interested in disentangling the global context from local variation in image data. Since z l is responsible for explaining variation inx, we would like the auxiliary dataset x to only contain local variation of x, which would then prime z l to model the local variation. One way to createx with only local information is to destroy the global variation in x.
We propose to destroy the global variation by randomly shuffling patches of pixels in the image x. This shuffling transformation is done by first splitting the image into patches of r × r pixels. Each patch is assigned an index. The indexes are then randomly permuted, and the patches are rearranged accordingly. This procedure has two effects: (i) local correlations between pixels within each patch are preserved, and (ii) global long-range correlations between pixels are reduced.
By transforming the data x in this fashion, the resulting auxiliary datasetx should not contain any global variation, while it still contains information in the variation of local patches, as shown in Fig. 3 .
EXPERIMENTS
The aims of our experiments 2 are as follows.
• To verify that the proposed SPLIT framework can be applied to a variety of VAE models with different latent structures.
• To evaluate whether the resulting models can effectively perform disentanglement of local and global information.
• To demonstrate that the SPLIT framework can improve interpretability of the learnt representations.
2. Each experiment is repeated 10 times. We report the results with one standard deviation, denoted by ±. 1 SPLIT-VAE accuracy. We encode and reconstruct the test data with the SPLIT-VAE. Then, we evaluate the reconstructed images with and without modification to the latent space using a pre-trained SVHN classifier. We can observe that changes in zg result in changes in digit identity, while variations in z l have only a small effect to the digit identity. SPLIT-VAE was trained for 300k steps.
Accuracy(%) Patch size
Direct reconstruction Reconstruction with z l ∼ N (0, 1) Reconstruction with zg ∼ N (0, 1) • To demonstrate that the disentangled representations can be use to help improve generalisation and robustness in certain downstream tasks by imposing useful inductive biases into the model.
Datasets
We use the following datasets:
• SVHN : SVHN [19] consists of 32x32 RGB images of street numbers from Google Street View.
• CelebA : We use a cropped version of face images from CelebA dataset [20] . CelebA is a face dataset with a variety of pose and background variations. We further crop and resize the images into 64x64 RGB images.
• Multi-Bird-Easy : A dataset is created from bird instances extracted from the CUB dataset [21] and resized into 14x14 RGB images. The bird instances are then randomly placed onto 48x48 plain-colour RGB images. Each image contained 0-5 birds. The training set consists of 8 background colours, while the test set has four unseen background colours.
• Multi-Birds-Hard : Identical to Multi-Bird-Easy except that the backgrounds are randomly rotated checkerboards of two colours instead of a plain background. There are six background colours in the training set and three unseen background colours in the test set.
Local-global disentanglement in vanilla VAE
We first investigate the local-global disentanglement in a vanilla VAE. We use the standard VAE generative assump-tion which can be combined with an auxiliary data generation process as follow:
We call this model SPLIT-VAE. We use encoder qφ(z l |x) and decoder networks and pθ(x|z l ) for the local variables in addition to the standard VAE encoder q φ (z g |x) and decoder p θ (x|z g , z l ).
We optimise φ,φ, θ andθ using the standard Monte Carlo estimate of the ELBO,
where β > 0 is a hyper-parameter for adjusting the compression terms, which have been shown to help improve disentanglement [22] . The prior p(z l , z g ) is a unit diagonal Gaussian. 
Visual inspection of the generative samples
One way to assess the quality of the learnt latent variables is to inspect samples generated from the model. We would like to see how the generated data vary with different values of z l and z g . From the samples generated from models trained with the SVHN or CelebA dataset (Fig. 4) , we see that varying z l generally gives the data variations in colour pattern of the background, digits and faces. On the other hand, varying z g produces images at semantic levels, such as the digit identity, face orientation or gender.
Quantitative inspection using a trained classifier
In order to show more quantitatively that the method can explicitly place global information in a subset of the latent variables, an experiment is carried out where an SVHN classifier is trained to inspect the generative samples of the model. The classifier has an accuracy of 99.66% on the SVHN test set by training on both the test and training set. The SPLIT-VAE, however, only sees the training set. The SVHN test data are encoded into the latent space with the encoder of the model used in the previous experiment with β = 1. Then, three types of samples are generated from the encoding: (i) images generated directly from the encoded latents, (ii) images in which z l is replaced with a random sample from N (0, 1) while preserving z g , and (iii) images in which z g is replaced with a random sample from N (0, 1) while preserving z l .
The result in Table 1 shows that: (i) the direct reconstruction slightly perturbs digit identity, yielding an accuracy of 98%, (ii) varying z l also slightly perturbs the digit identity, yielding 87% accuracy, while (iii) varying z g completely changes the identity of the digits, reducing the accuracy to 13%. The difference between 87% and 13% (i.e., chance) in (ii) and (iii) demonstrates quantitatively the disentangling we were aiming for.
We also investigate the sensitivity to the shuffle patch size (r). We find that a patch size from one to four can disentangle SVHN digit from its colour effectively. The larger patch sizes can result in z l occasionally being used to represent the digit identity. This result can be interpreted as the framework was able to only disentangle the occurrence frequency of each colour in an image. Interestingly for CelebA, by visual inspection, we find that a patch size too small can worsen the disentanglement. In Fig. 4 , we use the patch size of 8 to generate sample for CelebA, which is tuned via inspection to create the best looking disentanglement. With a larger patch size, we observe that z l can also represent the local correlations such as the simple local colour gradient and colour pattern in nearby pixels.
Experiment investigates the representation for styletransfer task
In this experiment, we investigate the learnt local representation in the task of style transfer. Similar to the previous experiments, we encode the data using the SPLIT-VAE and change their encoded z l to see the resulting generated data. we transfer z l encoded in one image to another. From visual inspection of the result, Fig. 5 , the local style of one image is successfully transferred to the other. This further confirms that z l represented the local information.
Clustering the global information using Gaussian-Mixture VAE
In this experiment, we explore a simple extension to the VAE, namely Gaussian-Mixture VAE (GMVAE). As described in Sec. 2.2, GMVAE can represent data with both a continuous latent variable z and a discrete latent variable y, allowing it to do clustering by encoding data using y. By applying the SPLIT framework to the GMVAE, we assume the following generative process, where we impose an inductive bias on the cluster variable y to only affect the global information z g : We assume the variational posterior factorised as q φg (y, z g |x)q φ l (z l |x). We use diagonal Gaussians as the posteriors of continuous variables z g , z l and a Gumbel-Softmax (Concrete) distribution [15] , [16] for the class variable y with a constant temperature τ . Similar to SPLIT-VAE, we optimise the following ELBO objective:
where α, β > 0 are hyper-parameters controlling the level of influence by the prior terms.
Visual Inspection of the latent representation
We investigate the latent space by visualising the generated samples from different latent values. Fig. 6 shows that, for SVHN, the clusters represent digit identity. In contrast to previous work [10] , deep clustering of SVHN is shown to result in clusters with similar background colours rather than the same digit class. SPLIT-GMVAE is biased towards clusters of global information, which helps improve the interpretability of the clusters as information of interest is generally separated in different scales. For CelebA, the biased clusters represent gender information and face orientation.
Clustering of unseen data
We have visualised the generated data in the previous experiments, which shows the meaning of the values of each latent variable. In this experiment, we investigate the ability to infer such values from unseen data by the encoder. We encode the test data using the trained SPLIT-GMVAE and then inspect the resulting cluster encoded. SPLIT-GMVAE display its capability to cluster unseen data with similar global structure together in both SVHN and CelebA dataset as shown in Fig. 7 . We can see that the results are based on global variation of each dataset while local variations (e.g. colour) are mostly ignored. Hence the data assigned to each cluster could have a variety of colours and styles but are similar in terms of global structure. 
Clustering Accuracy of SPLIT-GMVAE
Next, we evaluate the SPLIT-GMVAE with SVHN unsupervised clustering benchmark. We measure the clustering accuracy (ACC) [23] on the test set of SVHN. The ACC works by assigning the label to each cluster according to the majority of the true class of samples inside the cluster, then simply measure the percentage of the correctly assigned class. A high ACC score means that, for each cluster represented by the model, the classes of digit images inside the cluster are the same. Importantly, we believe this benchmark is not useful comparing clustering algorithms. Because a good clustering algorithm can also be good at clustering local features such as background colour, where this score deems irrelevant. However, this benchmark is a moderately good benchmark for investigating the inductive bias in the clustering algorithm. For SPLIT-GMVAE, the model is biased towards clusters of global information. Since the digit identity is arguably the most dominant global information in the SVHN dataset, higher scores would mean better disentanglement by the SPLIT-GMVAE 3 . We report the clustering result in Table. 2 showing a strong inductive bias in the SPLIT-GMVAE, resulting in better clustering of SVHN digits compared with the GMVAE. We note that there are other global information that does not describe the digit identity, i.e. the presence of side digits. This reduces the ACC score (see Fig. 7 ).
Effects of local-global disentanglement in unsupervised object detection model
Another experiment is done to examine the effects of localglobal disentanglement in the unsupervised object detection model SPAIR. This experiment is done using two different datasets, Multi-Bird-Easy and Multi-Bird-Hard. Since SPAIR has an explicit latent variable for object existence z pres , we can use this latent representation to evaluate object counting accuracy directly.
We implement SPAIR [12] with an additional background model. Our background model is an encoderdecoder model, which encodes an image into z bg and uses a decoder to create a background image. The reconstructed background is merged with the reconstructed canvas of objects, resulting in a full reconstruction. This is then used to compute the usual ELBO loss. SPLIT-SPAIR is implemented 3. SPLIT-GMVAE was searched for the best parameters using α={1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60} and β={1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 , 80}, τ =0.1-0.8 and patch size={1, 4, 8}. The best setting is α = 40, β = 40, τ = 0.4 and patch size=4. Performance gets better as k increases.
(a) Vary zg from the same cluster (b) Each row are generated from the same cluster y (c) Vary zg from the same cluster (d) Each row are generated from the same cluster y Fig. 6 . Visualising the representation of SPLIT-GMVAE. Similar to the previous experiment, we visualise the meaning of zg and y by inspecting the generated samples at different values of zg and y, while keeping z l the same. For SVHN, we can see that y represents digit identity, while zg represents the digit style and orientation. For CelebA, zg controls some facial features, while y controls gender and face orientation. z l controls the background colour. the same way as SPAIR [12] but with an additional encoderdecoder pair (Fig. 2 ). Similar to other SPLIT models, the encoder takesx as input and encodes it into z l , which is then reconstructed back intox. Here, z l is concatenated with each of the z what and is used for reconstruction of the object glimpses.
Counting Performance of SPAIR and SPLIT-SPAIR
One simple benchmark of object detection algorithm is the counting accuracy. The goal of this task is to count the number of objects in given images. To do this, the model needs to differentiate foreground objects from the background image. Both SPAIR and SPLIT-SPAIR exhibit strong performance when trained and tested in Multi-Bird-Easy dataset, exceeding 80% counting accuracy. The effects of SPLIT framework are shown when we compared them using Multi-Bird-Hard dataset, where the background images become more complex, making it harder for the models to distinguish objects from background. SPLIT-SPAIR maintains the same level of performance, but this is not the case for SPAIR when trained and tested in Multi-Bird-Hard dataset as shown in Fig. 8 . This confirms that disentangled representation is certainly Both models achieved >80% accuracy in the easier dataset, but SPLIT-SPAIR substantially outperformed SPAIR in the harder dataset with harder background images useful for downstream tasks especially when the data is more complex. We further investigate into why and how SPLIT-SPAIR is more robust than SPAIR. From Fig. 9 , we can see that SPAIR is distracted by unseen background colours and struggle to output the correct colours. SPLIT-SPAIR, however, manage to generalise from training data and produce colours that are closer to the inputs than SPAIR. The results illustrate that explicitly imposing this granularity bias in SPAIR gives the model an ability to ignore variation in the background in the object representation path. This yields a more robust object detection model, which in turn helps the background model to better learn to infer background features.
RESULT DISCUSSION
The results show successful disentanglement of local and global information by the SPLIT framework in the three VAE models. The framework is generic, allowing imposition of inductive biases in arbitrarily complex models such as SPAIR, with improved both learnt representation and learning ability. However, there are several limitations that warrant further investigation. Fig. 9 . Examples of bounding boxes output and reconstruction of SPAIR and SPLIT-SPAIR in Multi-Bird-Hard dataset. SPAIR produced multiple bounding boxes on the same object while SPLIT-SPAIR was consistently more accurate. Similarly for the background reconstruction task. SPAIR was unable to generalise to unseen data and produced colours that were not matched with the inputs, while SPLIT-SPAIR output colours that were more similar to the inputs.
First, the framework introduces an additional autoencoder network. This doubles the memory cost and requires a significant amount of additional computation power for both forward and backward passes. An interesting open question is whether there are other objectives that can achieve a similar local-global disentanglement effect without needing to train a large auxiliary model. Second, the local variation learnt by the SPLIT framework seems to be limited to colour patterns. Although disentanglement of such patterns can unveil much more interpretable features in the global representation, the local variation in z l seems to be largely limited. It will be interesting to investigate further on why this is the case, and how to encode more complex local information such as texture into z l under this framework.
Third, the effect of patch size parameter on disentanglement remains to be understood. We found that a very small patch size, e.g. one or two, worked well for the SVHN but not for the CelebA or the Multi-Bird datasets. However, a patch size that is too big can result in worse disentanglement.
Forth, we used a simple data transformation, namely shuffling of image patches, to remove global long-range structural correlations in the input images. Other transformations could easily be conceived, for example, image blurring, texture scrambling [26] and phase scrambling [27] . It is also possible achieve a more fine-grained disentanglement by using additional data transformations that preserve different levels of correlations, such as scrambling within image patches [28] . Moreover, it remains to be explored as to what kind of information is lost and what is preserved, e.g. in terms of natural image statistics or other visual features, by different transformations. We leave this for future work.
Finally, the SPLIT-SPAIR is found to improve the SPAIR's object detection ability to generalise to unseen background colours as well as the ability to interpolate checkerboard orientations. However, it failed extrapolate to unseen background textures. We believe that better understanding of the out-of-distribution extrapolation performance is one of the most important research directions that could improve the success of future machine learning algorithms.
DISENTANGLEMENT IN COGNITIVE NEURO-SCIENCE
The compositional representations of local or low-level features and global or higher-level features in deep generative models can be seen to have parallel neural representations in the visual systems of humans and non-human primates [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] . To support higher-level visual processing like object, face, and scene perception, the visual system has to be able to disentangle neural codes that underlie the representations of these low-and higher-level features.
Evidence from cognitive neuroscience research has demonstrated that the ventral visual pathway plays many critical roles in untangling information about an object or a scene [30] , [33] , [35] . The ventral visual pathway comprises of multiple visual areas that are interconnected in a hierarchical fashion [33] , [36] . The up-stream visual areas including primary and extrastriate visual cortices (i.e., V1, V2, V3, V4) are known to encode low-level visual features (e.g., orientation, colour, spatial frequency and edges), whereas the down-steam visual areas process higher-level visual and semantic features (e.g., object identity, object category, scene location) [30] , [33] , [36] .
There are several brain regions in human cortex that are specialized processing of higher-level visual information, such as the lateral occipital cortex (LOC), fusiform face area (FFA), parahippocampal place area (PPA), retrosplenial complex (RSC) and occipital place area (OPA) [30] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] .
These brain regions play different roles in supporting object and scene perception. For example, LOC and FFA are located in the inferior temporal (IT) cortex, and they are specialised in object and face recognition, respectively [37] , [38] . On the other hand, PPA, RSC, and OPA encode different aspects of scene processing [30] , [39] , [40] . Specifically, PPA is more sensitive to local spatial features of the scene while OPA is more involved in large-scale visual features [41] . By contrast, RSC is involved in more abstract scene representations and navigation in the wider environmental space, with less direct associations to image features [41] . It remains unclear what types of computations these regions are performing, and how do they fit in the context of larger brain networks. There is also increasing evidence suggesting that each region is sensitive to multiple scene properties that may be correlated, and that their neural representations are likely to depend on the tasks or behavioural goals of the observer [39] .
The striking similarity between the architecture of the deep neural networks and the hierarchical structure of the human visual system has made deep learning outperforming all the other existing models developed over a few recent years at explaining neural activity underlying object and scene perception [31] , [42] , [43] , [44] , [45] , [46] .
One influential study combining neuroimaging methods and deep learning has recently compared the stage-wise representations of visual objects in an artificial deep neural network (DNN) to the temporal and spatial representations in neural activity measured via magnetoencephalography (MEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), respectively [31] . They found the hierarchical relationship between the representations in the DNN and neural data. Specifically, the earlier layers of the DNN represent objectbased information that are more similar to those encoded in the low-level visual areas, while the DNN representations at the later layers better match the neural representations in the higher-level visual areas. In addition, they found that these matched representations between the DNN and neural data evolved rapidly over time and they emerged in sequence from the early to later layers, mimicking feedforward connections along the visual hierarchy [36] , [47] .
Moreover, a recent study has discovered that recurrent neural network could outperform feedforward deep learning models at predicting late neural activity in the nonhuman primate IT cortex during object recognition, emphasising the important role of feedback connections between cortical areas at untangling high-level visual information [34] . Further elucidation of the network and functional organisation of the brain regions involved in visual perception could provide guidance for designing deep generative models that can learn more complex compositional representations for visual processing tasks [48] .
In addition to the ventral visual pathway, selective visual information processing also involves the dorsal frontoparietal attention network, thought to play a central role in enhancing task-relevant sensory information while filtering out irrelevant information [49] , [50] , [51] . There are multiple neural mechanisms though to support the disentangling of relevant and irrelevant sensory information. These include sensory gain, neuronal noise modulation, and selective pooling mechanisms [52] , [53] , [54] , [55] , [56] , [57] , [58] , [59] , [60] , [61] . These neural computations allow attention to assign different weights to competing visual inputs across different spatial locations and across low-and higher-level visual features.
In sum, deep learning models can serve as a useful computational model for human visual perception. CNNs have already proved useful as a computation model of the primate visual system for simple tasks such as object recognition [31] , [42] , [43] , [44] , [45] , [46] , [62] . Deep learning models that can learn rich and meaningful disentangled representations such as our SPLIT framework could be useful for further studying the disentangling neural mechanism in the brain.
RELATED WORK
The topic of learning disentangled representations has received much attention recently, particularly in the context of latent variable models such as VAEs. Efforts in this direction can be classified into two approaches. The first approach focuses on the effect of regularisation by dissecting the objective function and proposing a modified version with regularisation terms that emphasise different aspects of the latent structures and features of the learnt representations [63] , [64] , [65] , [66] . We can view this family of methods as disentanglement using biased objective functions. However, there is only a limited control over what features or structures are learnt in the latent representations. Moreover, without augmenting the model with more complex structure, this approach is limited to learning simple representations.
Another approach is to bias the model structure by explicitly imposing latent structure through choices of architecture of the encoders and/or decoders such that specific latent variables have their specific roles in the representations [6] , [10] , [12] , [67] , [68] , [69] , [70] . These methods enforce strong and potentially more complex structural biases on the latent representations. Since the disentanglement is done at the structure of the model, our SPLIT framework is directly applicable to this type of methods.
We note that the two approaches overlap. Adding regularisers to the objective can often be viewed as modifications to the model structure [14] . Conversely, imposing a complex latent representation structure adds additional terms to the objective.
The closely related work by Zhao et al. [71] tackles the problem of multi-scale disentanglement with VAEs. In their work, disentanglement is achieved through a careful architectural design, where more abstract information goes through more computational layers. Similarly, in the implicit autoencoder [72] , local and global information can be controlled via the number of latent dimensions and noise vector. Importantly however, these ways of imposing inductive biases require an iterative design process of the model structure. For instance, the number of layers needs to be tuned by observing the resulting representations after training. This iterative design requirement makes it less scalable and difficult to extend the model, e.g. by adding additional independent structural biases. Jakab et al. [73] introduces an architecture that can learn key-points from pairs of source and target images. The architecture resembles our SPLIT framework with two sets of latent variables, one for key-points (global geometric representation) and another for image style. But unlike our work, they encourage the model to represent key-points by using a spatial softmax operator to bottleneck the information.
Unlike other approaches that impose structural biases in the models, our SPLIT framework does not require an extensive modification to the original model architecture. This makes our approach generic. It is applicable to VAEs with any prior structure including richly structured models such as SPAIR. The SPLIT framework can also be viewed as a bias imposition method via modified objective function. However, the additional terms in the objective and the gradients come from an additional VAE that models auxiliary datax. This idea resembles how a generative adversarial network (GAN) [74] uses another deep neural network, called the discriminator, to provide a learnable objective for the main network.
Finally, there is a parallel direction attempting to solve the problem of spurious correlations in the supervised learning setting. Wang et al. [75] has shown that by regularising the predictive power of early convolutional layers, they can achieve a more robust global representation, making their model insensitive to variations in the local features and improves supervised learning score in out-of-distribution test data.
CONCLUSION
We propose a simple extension to the VAE framework that explicitly imposes an inductive bias to encourage the disentanglement into global and local representation.
We demonstrated the utility of our framework in three VAE models: vanilla VAE, GMVAE and SPAIR. For the vanilla VAE, we investigated the disentanglement quality by (i) visual inspection, (ii) investigation of generative samples using a pre-trained classifier and (iii) a style transfer task. The results illustrated that the SPLIT-VAE can effectively perform the local-global disentanglement.
For the GMVAE, we impose an inductive bias on an unsupervised clustering task by encouraging clusters to only consider the global information. We investigated the clustering representation with (i) visual inspection of the generated samples, (ii) visual inspection of the encoded unseen samples and (iii) a SVHN unsupervised clustering task. We found that SPLIT-GMVAE can cluster data by effectively ignoring local information and achieved better scores than GMVAE in the SVHN clustering benchmark. The discrete representation was easier to interpret than a vanilla GMVAE. For example, SVHN images were clustered into groups by digit identity, and the CelebA data were grouped by gender or face orientation information.
For the SPAIR, we used the SPLIT framework to impose an inductive bias on the object detection part of the model to encourage the model to search for object while ignoring local features. We found that such an inductive bias improved the learning speed of the unsupervised object detection model and resulted in significantly improved object counting scores.
For future work, we hope to see how the ability to disentangle local and global information can lead to improvements in other machine learning tasks. For example, a classifier model could take an advantage of local-global disentangled representations by focusing on more relevant features, making the model potentially more robust to adversarial examples. Another example is the visual robot manipulation task, where it would benefit considerably if the agent can learn locally invariant representations and ignore local information such as colour, texture or lighting in objects. This would result in better generalisation and learning in the agent.
